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Murach's Oracle SQL and PL/SQL (Training & Reference)Mike Murach & Associates, 2008

	If you're developing applications that access Oracle databases, you can save time and work by having SQL do more of the data handling for you: This new book shows you how. It teaches you how to create effective SQL queries to extract and update the data in an Oracle database. It teaches you how to design and implement a database, giving...
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Knowledge Processing and Data Analysis: First International Conference, KONT 2007, Novosibirsk, RussiaSpringer, 2011

	This volume collects the proceedings of two related international conferences on
	foundations and practical applications of mathematical methods of data analysis,
	of Formal Concept Analysis and of methods for information extraction from
	natural language texts. The first conference, named Knowledge - Ontology -
	Theory 2007 (KONT 2007),...
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Artificial Intelligence: Structures and Strategies for Complex Problem Solving (6th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2008

	was very pleased to be asked to produce the sixth edition of my artificial intelligence
	book. It is a compliment to the earlier editions, started over twenty years ago, that our
	approach to AI has been so highly valued. It is also exciting that, as new development in
	the field emerges, we are able to present much of it in each new...
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iPhone and iPad Apps Marketing: Secrets to Selling Your iPhone and iPad Apps (2nd Edition) (Que Biz-Tech)Que, 2011

	Over the past three years, I have witnessed something


	remarkable as iPhone and iPad developers have created

	and posted apps to Apple’s App Store at a breathtaking

	pace. The App Store has swelled to more than 400,000

	apps and still shows no signs of abating. The gold rush to

	sell iPhone and...
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Introduction to the Theory of Programming Languages (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2010


	The ultimate, definitive programming language has not been created yet, far from it.

	Almost every day a new language is created, and new functionalities are added to

	existing languages. Improvements in programming languages contribute to making

	programs more reliable, shorten the development time, and make programs easier

	to...
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Adobe Flash Professional CS6 Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2012

	 


	Adobe Flash Professional CS6 provides a comprehensive authoring environment for creating interactive and media-rich applications. Flash is widely used to create engaging projects integrating video, sound, graphics, and animation. You can create original content in Flash or import assets from other Adobe...
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Instant LinkedIn Customization How-toPackt Publishing, 2013

	LinkedIn is a great social media platform which helps you connect with people online professionally. The website is very user friendly and this book itself covers the most important tools for job seekers and professionals as a whole with guaranteed results. Once you learn the basics from this book, you can master and explore the areas you...
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Raspberry Pi Hacks: Tips & Tools for Making Things with the Inexpensive Linux ComputerMaker Media, Inc, 2014

	
		With more than 60 practical and creative hacks, this book helps you turn Raspberry Pi into the centerpiece of some cool electronics projects. Want to create a controller for a camera or a robot? Set up Linux distributions for media centers or PBX phone systems? That’s just the beginning of what you’ll find inside...
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Low Impact Building: Housing using Renewable MaterialsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	This guide to the designs, technologies and materials that really make green buildings work will help architects, specifiers and clients make informed choices, based on reliable technical information. Low Impact Building: Housing using Renewable Materials is about changing the way we build houses to reduce their 'carbon' footprint and...
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Between the Lines of Genetic Code: Genetic Interactions in Understanding Disease and Complex PhenotypesAcademic Press, 2013

	Between the Lines of Genetic Code lays out methodologies and tools for the measurement and evaluation of gene-gene and gene-environment studies and gives perspective on the future of this discipline. The book begins by defining terms for interaction studies, describing methodologies, and critically assessing the viability of current...
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College Algebra DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2004

	A BETTER WAY TO COLLEGE ALGEBRA X-PERTISE


	One of the most valuable tools acquired in a university education, college algebra is essential for courses from the sciences to computing, engineering to mathematics. It can help you do better on placement exams, even before college, and it's useful in solving the computations...
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The Optics of Life: A Biologist's Guide to Light in NatureOxford University Press, 2011

	Optics--a field of physics focusing on the study of light--is also central to many areas of biology, including vision, ecology, botany, animal behavior, neurobiology, and molecular biology. The Optics of Life introduces the fundamentals of optics to biologists and nonphysicists, giving them the tools they need to successfully incorporate...
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